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The month in view

Coming up………..

• Conservation & Sightings
• New babies
• Askari pride catch-up
• Buffalo darting
• #AskariTV
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Sadly no volunteers with us for May as Covid-19 starts to take a hold in 
South Africa and our borders remain closed.

AskariTV
So that we can still bring you all the action from the bush, we have set 
up #AskariTV. The links to live videos of our sightings can be found 
throughout the newsletter so if the photos alone aren’t enough, be 
sure to follow the links for the live action and information!

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

African wild dog sighting

This was an incredible sighting for the
team as the small pack of wild dogs
(just 3 individuals) moved up into our
area. We caught them, just for a few
minutes, as they became active close to
sunset. After a couple of days they
were gone again.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Buffalo darting
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This month we started the process of reducing the numbers in our buffalo herd. The first job was to
remove the big breeding bull and 2 younger bulls who will be moving to a different reserve. They were
darted and separated so they can start their Bovine TB test procedure. This is a requirement before they
can move off the reserve.

A female with an injury to her rump caused by a horn was also treated during the operation. To see
footage of the buffalo and hear all about them join Cedric and Katie here https://youtu.be/IdnDII5J7xY

Caught on camera

After spotting lots of
interesting tracks in
the garden we set up
our secret trail cam to
catch a glimpse of our
nightly visitors. Can
you name them all?
One of the civets has
actually become quite
a regular and allowed
the bottom left photo
to be taken by a real
camera in our
presence!

Civet

Civet

Genet

Porcupine

https://youtu.be/IdnDII5J7xY
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/AskariConservation
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Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings

The Askari pride were all over the place this month which was lovely as we actually hadn’t seen them in a
while. We were able to confirm that all 7 of the original cubs are alive and well – and it seems there is just
ONE male amongst them!

One morning we followed them as they traversed west towards Lily pan from the buffalo boma. Check the
video here https://youtu.be/IcErxh26fOU

Just days later we watched them feed on a kill. It was an exceptional sighting, right next to the road as
they feasted and fought over the measly leftovers of a zebra foal. Footage of the feeding frenzy here
https://youtu.be/6hBGxIKTdPI

http://www.youtube.com/AskariConservation
https://youtu.be/IcErxh26fOU
https://youtu.be/6hBGxIKTdPI
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer

We enjoyed a beautiful sighting with one of the elephant herds and associated bulls. Video footage here
https://youtu.be/jTDZdB6jaMk
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On a herbivore count through buffalo camp we counted 6 new sable calves, all born in the wild this
season. This video shows a few of the calves https://youtu.be/rHlV5OzFOag . There were also new
lambs born in the nyala breeding camps.

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings

https://youtu.be/jTDZdB6jaMk
https://youtu.be/rHlV5OzFOag

